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Criticality in creep experiments on cellular glass
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Creep experiments on cellular glass under a constant compressive load are monitored by acoustic emission.
The statistical analysis of the acoustic signals emitted by the sample while stress is being internally redistrib-
uted shows that the distribution of amplitudes follows a power law,N(A);A2b, with b52.0 independent of
the load. Similarly, the interarrival times between two recorded events are also distributed via a power law,
t2g, whereg51.3. Finally, the distribution of the spatial distance between two consecutive events also shows
scale invariance,r(r );r 2p with, under additional assumptions,p51.6. @S0163-1829~98!09909-3#
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Since the introduction of the notion of self-organiz
criticality ~SOC! by Bak, Tang, and Wiesenfeld1 in 1987, a
large number of publications has been devoted to the th
retical analysis of SOC models, their simulation, and th
relevance for realistic situations. The study of sandpile m
els and of spring-block models, just to mention two ma
examples, has played an important role in clarifying the
ture of the phenomenon. Not only is the concept of SO
thought useful as a general paradigm of spontaneo
evolved criticality ~possibly related to the ubiquity of frac
tals, 1/f temporal noise, self-similarity, . . . !,2 but it has also
been able to shed new light on aspects of specific phenom
from sometimes distant fields. Nevertheless, studies of S
phenomena in controlled~or real! ~laboratory! experiments
have remained more limited. One of the difficulties in as
ciating SOC with real experiments is that this already impl
a particular theoretical framework or interpretation of t
observed phenomenon. Yet, it is by now not crystal cl
what is and what is not to be called SOC, and what t
concept could add to the understanding of an obser
power-law behavior. We wish to avoid these controvers
and to stick to the facts: we report on an experimenta
observed power-law behavior for which the exponents
identical to those measured in other setups including c
puter simulations for models which are SOC thought.

The present article’s purpose is to contribute further
perimental evidence for scale invariance in microfractur
processes via the acoustic emission for the followup of cr
in cellular glass. Similar questions are discussed in R
3–8. In particular our observations provide evidence for
predictions by Zaitsev9 that creep processes have to demo
strate power-law behavior. We thus have a laboratory r
ization of what has been called extremal dynamics.
strongly believe indeed that this evidence can be extende
other materials than those considered here. In fact it is
prisingly simple to observe critical phenomena in the
sponse of construction materials to a constant compres
load. Via acoustic emission we have monitored the distri
tion of energy releases and of the time interval betwe
emissions. In both cases we find a power law with expone
consistent with other SOC realizations obtained there via
570163-1829/98/57~9!/4987~4!/$15.00
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measurements, theoretical predictions or computer sim
tions. Using earthquake terminology, we have concentra
on the so-called Gutenberg-Richter and Omori laws with,
addition, a measurement of the spatial distance between
secutive events. The observed exponents coincide with th
found in Ref. 10 where the punctuated-equilibrium model
biological evolution~Ref. 18! is applied to earthquakes.

Generic scale invariance~within physical cutoffs! is
mostly manifested in power-law distributions characterizi
the dynamical response of the system’s state to an exte
driving. The latter can take the form of strains or stres
applied to a material; in our case it is induced by applying
compressive load elastically deforming the body. This load
constant in time allowing the system to adjust to it, i.e., th
is an infinite time scale separation between the external d
ing and the relaxation of the material. One should think
the system as composed of many locally connected inter
ing components. These components can be pictured as
croscopic defects on the glass interface. Cellular glass
large surface, containing a huge amount of microscopic
fects. A defect starts to grow when its stress intensity
tension exceeds the static fatigue limit of glass. Below t
threshold global reorganization of the glass surface is p
sible to diminish local stress intensity maxima. This is som
times associated with the so-called glass surface fluidity
which small defects in glass can be self-restor
chemically.11,12 This restoration might influence neighborin
defects or cells and it is not always totally efficient, givin
rise to small microcracks in the material. As such the ma
rial can exist in a large number of different microscop
states that differ, e.g., in internal stresses or crack structu
The dynamics takes the material from one metastable~glass!
state to the other while emitting energy. The result is
avalanche of reactions by which the material lets itself
heard by acoustic signals of varying amplitude~or energy!.
Energy diffusion on this fractal cellular substrate betwe
regions containing defects are responsible for the distribu
of the time interval between energy bursts. Obviously, wh
the compressive load is too large this mechanism fails a
gether and the result is a macroscopic crack or defect in
exposed material.
4987 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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The above mechanism shares properties of both so-ca
threshold and extremal dynamics. Due to the constant ex
nal force a complicated structure of local deformations c
be expected. It is only when a critical tension~static fatigue
limit ! is exceeded that the self-restoration of microdefect
no longer effective~the threshold mechanism!. The most de-
formed cells are obviously the first to undergo changes~the
extremal mechanism!. For example, the first energy burs
originate mainly from the center of the glass block as it
there where the initial deformations are most pronounc
The potential energy of the components is growing to a c
tain point after which it is released kinetically to neighbori
components. The resulting deformations can in turn give
to further bursts of energy release in ever more distant
gions. It is this ‘‘avalanche state’’ that is monitored in o
samples via acoustic emission methods. In the end a
mechanical equilibrium is found between the external str
and the internal forces~the acoustic emission signal die
out!.

Note that we do not attempt here to provide a detai
microscopic description of the dynamics governing the
complex materials. One of the major merits of the SOC pa
digm is to account for certain universal macroscopic beh
ior irrespective of the details of the underlying microscop
as long as the latter can be viewed at least qualitatively
sharing essential ingredients with such prototype model
sandpiles,1 stick-slip processes,13,14 Burridge-Knopoff
spring-block models,15,16 extremal ~or Robin Hood!
models,9,17,18 etc. This suggests that SOC dynamics can
observed from the scale of earthquakes to that of microf
turing processes and it is tempting to include also our sys
in the SOC family. But, obviously, the mere existence
power laws in our system cannot be sufficient for claimi
SOC in any meaningful way. It is now well recognized th
there are many other scenarios for power laws,19 and com-
peting theoretical frameworks as those concerning dis
dered first-order transitions7,20 cannot be excluded.

Turning back to the avalanche state we have concentr
on two types of observations: the amplitude and the inte
rival time of the bursts of energy release. In the SOC lite
ture the names of Gutenberg-Richter and of Omori are a
ciated with them. They refer to phenomenological law
observed in a very specific context, whose universality a
origin have been clarified using the notion of SOC. T
Gutenberg-Richter law gives the distribution of energies
leased at any event,N(E);E2b. In 1956 ~Ref. 21! it ap-
peared withb51.421.6 as giving the number of observe
earthquakes~in a certain region during a certain time! with
energyE. Sornetteet al.,22 assuming frictional forces only
between the components, obtainedb52 via a simple mean-
field-type argument. Taking into account both elastic co
pression and static friction Chenet al.16 obtainedb51.5.
This is also the value of the exponent measured by Can
et al.3 via acoustic emission associated to fracture proce
in hydrogenated niobium and of that measured by Diod
et al.23 for the ultrasonic emission from volcanic rocks. Pe
et al.4 measured the valueb51.3 in the acoustic signal
from laboratory samples subjected to an external unia
elastic stress. The Omori law24 also appeared in earthquak
statistics and gives the scaling for the distribution function
the time interval between two recorded events~two succes-
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sive bursts! N(t);t2g with exponentg51 obtained in the
mean-field analysis of Sornetteet al.22 and in the simulations
of Zapperiet al.,7 g51.3 in the simulation of Chenet al.,16

and g51.2 as measured by Diodatiet al.23 Vespignani
et al.5 measured an exponentg51.6 but they have a rathe
large spreading in their measurements.

Our samples are 15315310 cm3 cellular glass blocks.
One cell has a size of about 1 mm. Cellular glass is a clo
cell foam with a soda-lime glass composition. The inves
gated type is FoamglasRF with a density of 170 kg/m3. It is
used as a high mechanical strength insulation product.
average compressive strength is 1.7 N/mm2. The samples are
unidirectionally compressed on a hydraulic press. As c
ping, we used a 1mm thick Rhepanol rubber on the top
bottom faces. Resonant differential sensors~Dunegan: D150-
M1! are fixed on the sample and are connected thro
preamplifiers on a digital Vallen AMS3 acoustic emissi
system. The frequency range is from 50 to 500 kHz with
variation in transfer of about 20 dB. Sound velocities of t
order of 290 m/s are obtained in accordance with the kno
elasticity modulus~1500 N/mm2) and the density. The
samples are loaded up to a constant compressive stress
calization plots show that the events are homogeneously
tributed over the sample~Fig. 1! ~no pre-existent macro
scopic defects!. In fact, initially most events originate from
the center of the sample as it is there where the cells are m
deformed ~lower elasticity modulus!. The material shows
less than 1 dB acoustic damping in the scale of our sam
While initially we used four probes, located symmetrica
around the sample in the plane orthogonal to the load,
data change very little when using only one probe.

The detected acoustic-emission~AE! signals are limited
by the noise level. Only energy bursts with a maximum a
plitude exceeding 30 dB are recordable. Two separate ev
arriving within 4 ms are not distinguished and registered
one event. After about 100 h the number of recorded eve
drops to almost zero. The total amount of recorded even
then of the order of 50 000. The average energy per ev
decreases in time but this is not due to acoustic dampin
decreased sensor sensitivity. Finally, when a material
was exposed for a sufficiently long time to a certain const
load is put back under the hydraulic press, the emission

FIG. 1. Distribution of events projected on thexy plane ~per-
pendicular to the applied stress! after a few minutes.
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energy bursts only restarts when the load exceeds that p
ous load. This is known as the Kaiser effect and it is con
tent with the above picture.

In Fig. 2 the amplitude distribution is shown for load
varying between 0.8 and 1.0 N/mm2. For each load about six
different samples were exposed to the same load. The am
tude distribution can be transformed in an energy distribut
~the energy is proportional to the square of the amplitu!
which can be fitted by the scaling law

N~E!;E2b,

b51.560.1 when averaged over the different loads. Sin
A2;E, N(A);A2b with b52b21. Note that the numbe
of decades over which this behavior is manifested is in
pendent of the load. We thus find a Gutenberg-Richter
havior with the same exponentb as in Refs. 23,16.

FIG. 3. The logarithm of the number of events registered w
an interarrival timet ~in s! is plotted versus the logarithm oft. This
is done for three different loads~circles, triangles, and crosses!. A
linear fit of the experimental values gives slope21.28,21.29, and
21.27.

FIG. 2. The logarithm of the number of registered events w
amplitudeA is plotted versus the logarithm ofA ~in mV! for three
different loads~diamonds, triangles, and circles!. The experimental
results can be fit by a line with slope21.90, 22.10, and22.08,
respectively.
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In Fig. 3 the Omori behavior is checked. In the same w
we find for the interarrival time distribution the scaling

N~t!;t2g,

g51.2760.01 in agreement with Ref. 23. When we increa
the amplitude threshold, taking it from 40 to 45 dB an
thereby throw away about 30% of the original data, we s
find that this~new! Omori exponent is 1.2760.01. When we
restrict ourselves to recording only the events within the fi
10 h ~and not, as previously, take all the events in the 10
window!, we still find the value of 1.2860.01 for the Omori
exponent.

Figure 4 results from computing distancesd5Ax21y2

~see Fig. 1! between consecutive AE events. The power-l
exponent must be corrected to obtain the distribution fu
tion. Assuming that in three dimensions this distributi
scales likep(r );r 2p (r 5Ax21y21z2, z is the vertical di-

FIG. 4. Plot of the logarithm of the number of consecuti
events at distanced versus the logarithm ofd. This however is not
the real ~three-dimensional! distance but the distance (d25x2

1y2) after projection on a plane perpendicular to the stress.
experimental results~diamonds! are compared with a linear fit with
slope 0.4.

FIG. 5. Energy dissipationt•dE/dt versus time for large and
small loads.
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rection! we getp51.6. It is interesting to note that thenp
52g21 relating via a~normal! diffusive scaling law the
spatial exponentp to the Omori exponentg.

An important question in material science and in geoph
ics is to identify precursors of macroscopic defects or shoc
In our case the question is to differentiate in the behavio
the material under compressive load according to whethe
not a macroscopic crack will appear. We have always fou
that whenever the rate of energy dissipation is decrea
faster than 1/t ~say in the first 20 h!, then the sample does no
break in the observed 1000 h~see Fig. 5!. If the material
survives the external load, the rate at which energy is di
pated is decreasing and can be fitted viadE/dt51/teat with
a,0. If however the load becomes too high~above a critical
strength! the system becomes unstable. In all those cases
found that nowa is positive and increases with growin
load. It would be interesting to understand how the 1/t failure
criterium for the energy dissipation rate can be underst
from a theoretical point of view or whether a similar beha
i,
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ior can be observed in simplified models. Precursors for r
ture very similar to the upper curve of Fig. 5 have be
studied before in Refs. 25 and 26.

Cracks propagate through solids subject to external str
or stresses. Their nature is controlled by instabilities at
smallest scale. While a detailed microscopic picture is la
ing ~see, e.g., the discussion in Ref. 27!, SOC dynamics pro-
vide a qualitative explanation of the observed macrosco
behavior. The most striking aspect of the latter is the m
fact of observing discrete pulses of energy release gove
as well in amplitude as in interarrival times and distances
power laws. Our experimental results give quantitative e
dence in accord with other observed SOC phenomena, e
simulated or measured.
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